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HRLS Happenings
Just A Thought...
“America is a tune. It must be
sung together”
- Gerald Stanley Lee

This year is truly flying by, can you believe it’s already July? This month I
wanted to talk about the future, and more importantly, planning for the
future. Do you have your plan set?
The day my son was born I became 100% aware that preparing for the
future no longer just meant saving for retirement, but also preparing for
his future as well. And I knew that this meant making sure I set the
ground work for his success.
Most of us have not planned for a time when we won’t be here. We plan for things that
“might” happen, like a hurricane or a fire, maybe even a flood, but we rarely have anything in
place for what will inevitably happen to all of us one day. That’s why I am so excited to be
able to help with this process by offering Estate Planning at Hampton Roads Legal Services!

We love our clients, and we
love referrals!
Have your referrals mention your
name so we can recognize you and
make a donation to the Beach Health
Clinic in your honor. Special thanks to
the following individual who have referred new clients to us this month:
S. Cage

It’s easy to delay your Estate Planning because it often times has to deal with answering
uncomfortable questions. I know death is one of those topics that we put on the back burner
and hope that one day they will discover a “cure” for. But thinking about what will happen if
we don’t plan, can be even scarier.
Estate Planning involves so much more than passing along your assets, so even if you’re
a young person just starting out it’s always a good idea to be proactive and think about what
you want your legacy to be instead of allowing the government to determine what will happen.
Working with people to help them feel more at ease and feel better prepared is what I
love to do and I am so excited that now I can offer this to you. Stop putting off your planning
and give our office a call at 757-346-5815! There is no time like the present.
I hope you’re having a wonderful summer, and happy 4th!

-Attorney Sebastiana Bradstreet
That’s What They Said! Stories From Our Clients
“I choose HRLS because of the great online reviews! I was concerned and really needed my
judgment to go away. I was amazed by how quickly all this could be done. All my needs were
met perfectly and the attorney was very comforting and informing. “
- R. Stagg - Norfolk
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Considering lying on your separation agreement?
That’s a big no no!
Once most couples make the decision to split, they want to expedite the process as quickly as possible. In order to speed up the
divorce process some couples will lie on their date of separation to expedite the process and divorce within months instead of
waiting a full year, which is the requirement set by Virginia State Law for couples with children (only 6 months for couples without
children).
Legal separation starts once the couple stops living together and one of them decides to end the marriage. If a couple lives separately and then attempts reconciliation a few months later, the clock resets on that date. Sometimes divorcing couples cannot
immediately afford to live separately so their legal separation will begin when they stop sleeping in the same room and begins to
live completely separately to include separating their finances.
There are several reasons why it is a bad idea to lie on the date of separation.

There are benefits to waiting a year!
•

Cooling Down Period. Many of my divorce consultations don’t result in a divorce – just a cooling down period. Many couples
have a huge fight over the weekend and call me Monday morning claiming they are ready for a divorce. After discussing their
situation, what we realize is that they really just need a breather, which may last several months. It may take time to work
through some serious issues, but divorce is not the desired outcome.

•

Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder. After spending some time
apart, many couples realize that they enjoyed being together more
than they realized and reconnect.

•

Financial Benefits. While you’re still married, you can continue to
take advantage of benefits you wouldn’t otherwise be eligible for,
such as health insurance on your spouse’s plan, tax benefits, etc. Military couples must be married for 10 years before spouses can mutually benefit from insurance and death benefits.

You may have to provide evidence of your
separation to the judge. That includes doing
the following:
•

Provide a detail of how/when you separated your finances,

•

Have witnesses testify that you have been living apart (so put the word out if you haven’t already!),

•

Cease socializing together, including church and children’s activities,

•

With children, only attend things together are absolutely necessary (sports game, doctors visit),

•

Stop wearing wedding rings.

Lying under oath is consider perjury and can have serious repercussions!
A judge can impose a verbal or financial punishment, or even jail time if you are caught lying under oath. Your divorce action
could be dismissed and you will have to start all over again including paying all fees. If you are suspected of lying, an appeal can
be filed which can actually end up tying up more time and money. Remember, the law was put in place for a reason. Why rush?

Are you ready to become legally separated or want to file an uncontested divorce? We can help
you. Call us at 757-346-5815!
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Red, White & Blue
Gardening Tips, Schedule Changes & Bruschetta!

Schedule Changes!

Katie’s
Gardening Tips!
I find myself less in a garden
at this time of year, and
more of a jungle! With the
regular rain our area gets in
the summer, the vegetables are taking
over. Some people are afraid to cut back plants,
thinking they will damage the plant or even kill
it, however it’s beneficial to keep your plants a
manageable size. If you cannot reach every part
of that beast of a tomato plant, you cannot harvest or fertilize or even inspect as you
should. This doesn’t mean you cut down 95% of
the plant, but up to 1/3 if needed can be safely
taken out. The moral of the story is that sometimes plants need haircuts too. Always use
clean clippers (bleach solution does the trick)
between plants to avoid spreading disease, and
you may want to sharpen your tools once a year
as well. Happy Gardening!
- Paralegal and Master

We have some important changes in hours to report for our Associate Attorney and some of our staff.
Attorney Bradstreet will be out of the office every Monday afternoon.
Paralegal Alexandria VanSteeter will be out of the office every
Wednesday morning until 1.00 pm.
Paralegal Katie Taylor will be out of the office every Thursday morning until 1.00 pm.
Legal Assistant Bridget Thornberry will be out of the office every
Friday (until the end of the summer).
There are no changes for Attorney Pfeiffer and Paralegal Desirae
Shorts.
Our office will still be open our regular hours Mon-Fri 9.00 am—5.00
pm. These changes have been made to free up more time for our
staff during the day to speak with clients and they will still be
returning emails within one business day.

Gardener Katie Taylor
Facebook.com/HamptonRoadsLegal

Bruschetta recipe!
Looking for an easy fresh appetizer in the summer heat?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 roma (plum) tomatoes, diced
1/3 cup chopped fresh basil
¼ cup fresh shredded parmesan
2 cloves minced garlic
1 tbs balsamic vinegar
1 tsp olive oil
¼ tsp salt

In a bowl, toss together
the tomatoes, basil, Parmesan cheese, and garlic. Mix in the balsamic
vinegar, olive oil, kosher
salt, and pepper. Serve
on toasted bread slices.

¼ tsp ground black pepper
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Hampton Roads Legal Services
372 S. Independence Blvd., Suite 109
Virginia Beach, VA 23452
(757) 346-5815
THIS FIRM IS NOT A PUBLIC LEGAL AID AGENCY
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Hampton Roads Legal Services located in Virginia Beach assists clients with Debt Relief, Bankruptcy, Family Law and Estate
Planning matters. We serve Hampton Roads including Virginia Beach, Norfolk, Chesapeake, Portsmouth, Suffolk and surrounding areas. This firm is not a public legal aid agency.

Office Hours: Mondays – Friday 9:00am-5:00pm
Office is closed every Monday from 12:00 pm -2:00pm

Just a friendly reminder that Attorney Pfeiffer and our paralegals do not take walk in appointments or unscheduled phone calls. If you need to speak to someone about your case, please call (757) 340-3100 or email
info@hamptonroadslegal.com and we can schedule a time for you to call us. This allows us to concentrate on
your case without interruptions.
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